FOR PRESS RELEASE:

DIMAN REGIONAL CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

INDUCTS 30 NEW MEMBERS

On behalf of advisors Trish Beaudoin and Tracey Collins, it gives us great pleasure to announce that the following 30 students have been inducted into the Diman National Honor Society. They have pledged to uphold the four tenets of the NHS and we now present them as full members!

Jonathan Barnwell
Hannah Blanchette
Angus Bonoan
Makayla Cabeceria
Hannah Chace
Brianna Correia
Jessica Costa
Isaac Cowen
Corey Cuvelier
Emily DeSouza
Anna Elumba
Jersey Anne Espinola
Aiden Falcone
Marisa Ferreira
Nelson Fidelix

Aureal Galante
William Girard
Alexis Goncalo
Saneywongse LeMar
Morgan Mathieu
Savannah Medeiros
Kayla Mom
Dakota Moniz
Owen Morris
Jordan Moura
Leah Nunes
Matthew Penney
Daniel Pleiss
Audrey St. Gelais
Alexandria Therrien